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Abstract. This demonstration concerns system development methodologies and
their supporting CASE products. The Object–Process Methodology (OPM) in-
tegrates system structure and behavior within one model and manages com-
plexity through a scaling mechanism that controls the visibility of things in the
system. The demonstration presented OPM principles and it application through
OPCAT — Object–Process CASE Tool — the product that supports OPM.

Background

Object–Process Methodology (OPM) is a system development approach that inte-
grates structure and behavior of the system within a single unifying model. The con-
ventional wisdom has been that there is an inherent dichotomy between object– and
process–oriented approaches, and that it is not possible to combine these two essential
aspects of any system into one coherent integral frame of reference. This misconcep-
tion has accompanied systems analysis to the extent that even the accepted UML
standard (Booch and Rumbaugh, 1995; Booch and Rumbaugh, 1996) maintains the
separation between structure and behavior, and spreads analysis activities across no
less than eight types of models that use different diagram types.

What was demonstrated

In the first part of the demonstration, we present an overview of the OPM. Contrary to
the accepted view, that structure and behavior cannot be merged, at the heart of the
Object–Process Methodology is the fusion of structural and procedural aspects of a
system into a single, unifying model.
OPM distinguishes between objects and processes as two types of things that have
equal status and importance in the specification of a system. The OPM model shows
how objects interact with each other via processes, such that both the structural and
the procedural system aspects are adequately represented. The underlying observation
of the Object–Process paradigm is that every thing in the universe of interest is either
a process or an object. This opens the door for the possibility of modeling a system
using a single model that faithfully defines and describes both its structure and be-
havior. These two major aspects of any system are represented without suppressing
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one another. Structural relations — primarily aggregation, generalization and charac-
terization — and procedural relations, which model the behavior of the system over
time, are seamlessly intertwined to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
system.
The Object–Process Diagram (OPD) — the graphic expression of a system or part of
it, analyzed by OPM — is a concise and effective visual language. It incorporates
elements from both process–oriented approaches (notably DFD and its derivatives)
and object–oriented ones. The Object–Process Language (OPL) provides for a textual,
natural–language–like equivalent specification of the system specified through the
OPD set. OPL is designed to be read as natural English, albeit with stringent and
limited syntax, such that no prior knowledge in analysis methodologies is required.
OPL serves as both a feedback mechanism to the prospective customer and as the
engine for activities that follows the design stage, notably code generation and data-
base scheme generation.
The second part of the demonstration we presented a case study of a corporate foreign
travel management system that demonstrates OPM features and OPCAT current
functionality. We exemplified how OPDs are constructed and what symbols they
consist of. Through OPCAT’s GUI, we demonstrated OPM’s expressive power, in-
cluding its zooming in/out and unfolding/folding scaling mechanisms. Finally, we
demonstrated the translation of OPDs to OPL using the OPL syntax and the equiva-
lence between the alternative graphical and textual representations.

Where to find the product

URL: <http://iew3.technion.ac.il:8080/~dori/opcathp/index.htm>
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